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1.Introduction to Data Mining -Day #1 
2.Data Mining using R-Day#2
3.Data Mining Using Orange-Day#3

Course Outline  



Lecture 3

Data Mining Using Graphical 
Interface Orange  



Data Mining Prerequisites and Types 

Text Interfaces

These are generally programming

languages that use written

commands:

1. One of the most fundamental

tools in data mining is the

statistical programming

language R-Free- Open

Source

2. Programming language

Python 3-Free- Open Source

The software for data mining falls into two very general categories.

Graphical Interfaces

These include specialized

applications that use menus, widgets,

virtual connections, and it's really easy

to see the process:

1.RapidMiner- There is a free version
and there is a paid version- You can
download the free version
2. KNIME- You can download it for free

3. Orange-You can download it for free

4. BigML on Server free for small task

but they charge with big data analytics-

Nice way to work with.



Getting Started with Orange

Welcome Screen and basics



What is an Orange Software?

Orange is an open source, visual 
software programming package 
written in Python language that works 
best for data visualisation , machine 
learning, data mining, data 
visualisation and analysis of data . 



Why Orange (when we already have R and Python)?

• Visual workflow designer-Orange quickly formats the data in a 
pattern that you can move with widgets. 

• Handy tool for rapid data analysis and interactive data 
visualisation

• You can make smart decisions fast with this tool! 
• It also can be used as a Python Library
• Connect to various Data Source and size 

R and Python have been the tools of choice for data 
scientists and machine learning engineers. However it 
takes considerable amount of time to learn and master 
these before practising data analysis techniques.



Installation Guide for 
Orange Software

Orange is a graphical Interface which is easy-to-use 
visual environment for predictive analytics. With these 
simple instructions, in five minutes you will be building 
models and making predictions. No programming 
required.

https://orangedatamining.com/download/#macos

https://orangedatamining.com/download/#macos


https://orangedatamining.com/download/#macos

Click to 
download 

version 
3.29.3

Download Orange distribution package and run the installation file on your local 
computer. Follow installation guides for your operating system.

Download and install Orange

https://orangedatamining.com/download/#macos


https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClKKWBe2SCAEyv7ZNGhIe4g

Introduction to the Orange data mining software. 
Learn about the development of Orange workflows, 
data loading, basic machine learning algorithms and 
interactive visualizations. Video tutorials are 
available in button below.

YouTube tutorials

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClKKWBe2SCAEyv7ZNGhIe4g


Welcome Screen



Widgets are computational 
units of Orange
1.They read data and process it 
visualise it 
2. Clustering
3. Build Predicative models
4. Help to explore data 



Import Data



Examine the Data



Plotting the Data 
using Scatter Plot



Getting Started with Orange

Creating Data Analysis 
Workflows

https://orangedatamining.com/workflows/

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/topicmodelling-widget/

https://orangedatamining.com/workflows/
https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/topicmodelling-widget/


Examples of Workflows

https://orangedatamining.com/download/#macos

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/twitter-widget/

https://orangedatamining.com/download/#macos
https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/twitter-widget/


Text Preprocessing
Text mining requires careful preprocessing. Here’s a workflow that uses simple preprocessing for 
creating tokens from documents. First, it applies lowercase, then splits text into words, and 
finally, it removes frequent stopwords. Preprocessing is language specific, so change the 
language to the language of texts where required. Results of preprocessing can be observe in a 
Word Cloud.



Tweets are a valuable source of information, for social scientists, marketing managers, linguists, 
economists, and so on. In this workflow we retrieve data from Twitter, preprocess it, and 
uncover latent topics with topic modelling. We observe the topics in a Heat Map.

Twitter Data Analysis



Text Classification
We can use predictive models to classify documents by authorship, their type, sentiment and 
so on. In this workflow we classify documents by their Aarne-Thompshon-Uther index, that is 
the defining topic of the tale. We use two simple learners, Logistic Regression and Naive Bayes, 
both of which can be inspected in the Nomogram.



In building predictive models it is important to have a separate train and test data sets in order 
to avoid overfitting and to properly score the models. Here we use Data Sampler to split the 
data into training and test data, use training data for building a model and, finally, test on test 
data. Try several other classifiers to see how the scores change.

Train and Test Data



Data (Text) Mining 



Corpus: A collection of documents

1. Corpus

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/corpus-widget/

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/corpus-widget/


Corpus widget can work in two modes:

1. The widget reads data from Excel (.xlsx), comma-separated (.csv) and native 
tab-delimited (.tab) files.

2. When the user provides data to the input, it transforms data into the corpus. 
Users can select which features are used as text features.



Example of Making Corpus

1.The first example shows a very

simple use of Corpus widget.

Place Corpus onto canvas and

connect it to Corpus Viewer. We’ve

used book-excerpts.tab data set,

which comes with the add-on, and

inspected it in Corpus Viewer.

2. The second example demonstrates how 

to quickly visualize your corpus with Word 

Cloud. We could connect Word 

Cloud directly to Corpus, but instead, we 

decided to apply some preprocessing

with Preprocess Text. We are again 

working with book-excerpts.tab. We’ve put 

all text to lowercase, tokenized (split) the 

text to words only, filtered out English 

stopwords and selected 100 most frequent 

tokens

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/corpusviewer/
https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/wordcloud/
https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/preprocesstext/


Preprocesses corpus with selected methods

2. Preprocess Text

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/preprocesstext/

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/preprocesstext/


Preprocess Text splits your text into smaller units (tokens), filters them, 
runs normalization (stemming, lemmatization), creates n-grams and tags tokens with part-of-
speech labels. Steps in the analysis are applied sequentially and can be reordered. Click and drag 
drag the preprocessor to change the order.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stemming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N-gram
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Part_of_speech


Example of Preprocess Text
In the first example we will observe the effects of preprocessing on our text. We are working 
with book-excerpts.tab that we’ve loaded with Corpus widget. We have 
connected Preprocess Text to Corpus and retained default preprocessing methods 
(lowercase, per-word tokenization and stopword removal). The only additional parameter 
we’ve added as outputting only the first 100 most frequent tokens. Then we 
connected Preprocess Text with Word Cloud to observe words that are the most frequent in 
our text. Play around with different parameters, to see how they transform the output.

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/preprocesstext/corpus-widget.md
https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/wordcloud/


Topic modelling with Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation, Latent Semantic Indexing or 
Hierarchical Dirichlet Process.

3. Topic Modelling

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/topicmodelling-widget/

Topic modelling algorithm:
1. Latent Semantic Indexing. Returns both negative and positive words and 

topic weights.
2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
3. Hierarchical Dirichlet Process

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/topicmodelling-widget/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent_semantic_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent_Dirichlet_allocation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hierarchical_Dirichlet_process


Topic Modelling discovers abstract topics in a corpus based on clusters of words found in each 
document and their respective frequency. A document typically contains multiple topics in 
different proportions, thus the widget also reports on the topic weight per document.
The widget wraps gensim’s topic models (LSI, LDA, HDP).

Example: Exploring Individual Topics
In this example we present a simple use of the Topic Modelling widget. First we load grimm-
tales-selected.tab data set and use Preprocess Text to tokenize by words only and remove 
stopwords. Then we connect Preprocess Text to Topic Modelling, where we use a 
simple Latent Semantic Indexing to find 10 topics in the text.

LSI provides both positive and negative weights per topic. A positive weight means the word is 
highly representative of a topic, while a negative weight means the word is highly 
unrepresentative of a topic (the less it occurs in a text, the more likely the topic). Positive words 
are colored green and negative words are colored red.
We then select the first topic and display the most frequent words in the topic in Word Cloud. 
We also connected Preprocess Text to Word Cloud in order to be able to output selected 
documents. Now we can select a specific word in the word cloud, say little. It will be colored red 
and also highlighted in the word list on the left.
Now we can observe all the documents containing the word little in Corpus Viewer.

https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/lsimodel.html
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/ldamodel.html
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/hdpmodel.html
https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/preprocesstext/
https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/wordcloud/
https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/corpusviewer/




Fetching data from The Twitter Search API. Corpus: A 
collection of tweets from the Twitter API.

4. Twitter Data Mining

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/twitter-widget/

https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search
https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/twitter-widget/


Twitter widget enables querying tweets through Twitter API. You can query by content, author 
or both and accumulate results should you wish to create a larger data set. The widget only 
supports REST API and allows queries for up to two weeks back.



To begin your queries, insert Twitter key and secret. They are securely saved in your system 
keyring service (like Credential Vault, Keychain, KWallet, etc.) and won’t be deleted when 
clearing widget settings. You must first create a Twitter app to get API keys.

https://apps.twitter.com/


Example: Exploring Individual Topics

First, let’s try a simple query. We will search for tweets containing either ‘data mining’ or 
‘machine learning’ in the content and allow retweets. We will further limit our search to 
only a 100 tweets in English.



First, we’re checking the output in Corpus Viewer to get the initial idea about our results. 
Then we’re preprocessing the tweets with lowercase, url removal, tweet tokenizer and 
removal of stopword and punctuation. The best way to see the results is with Word Cloud. 
This will display the most popular words in field of data mining and machine learning in the 
past two weeks.
Our next example is a bit more complex. We’re querying tweets from Hillary Clinton and 
Donald Trump from the presidential campaign 2016.

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/twitter-widget/corpusviewer.md
https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/wordcloud


Then we’ve used Preprocess Text to get suitable tokens on our output. We’ve 
connected Preprocess Text to Bag of Words in order to create a table with words as features 
and their counts as values. A quick check in Word Cloud gives us an idea about the results.
Now we would like to predict the author of the tweet. With Select Columns we’re setting 
‘Author’ as our target variable. Then we connect Select Columns to Test & Score. We’ll be 
using Logistic Regression as our learner, which we also connect to Test & Score.
We can observe the results of our author predictions directly in the widget. AUC score is quite 
ok. Seems like we can to some extent predict who is the author of the tweet based on the 
tweet content.

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/twitter-widget/preprocesstext.md
https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/bagofwords-widget/


Predict sentiment from text 

5. Sentiment Analysis

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/twitter-widget/

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/twitter-widget/


Sentiment Analysis predicts sentiment for each document in a corpus. It uses Liu & 

Hu and Vader sentiment modules from NLTK and multilingual sentiment lexicons from 

the Data Science Lab. All of them are lexicon-based. For Liu & Hu, you can choose 

English or Slovenian version. Vader works only on English. Multilingual sentiment 

supports several languages, which are listed at the bottom of this page.

http://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.sentiment.html
https://sites.google.com/site/datascienceslab/projects/multilingualsentiment


1. Liu Hu: lexicon-based sentiment analysis (supports English and 
Slovenian). The final score is the difference between the sum of 
positive and sum of negative words, normalized by the length of the 
document and multiplied by a 100. The final score reflects the 
percentage of sentiment difference in the document.

2. Vader: lexicon- and rule-based sentiment analysis

3.  Multilingual sentiment: lexicon-based sentiment analysis for 
several languages

4. Custom dictionary: add you own positive and negative sentiment 
dictionaries. Accepted source type is .txt file with each word in its own 
line. The final score is computed in the same way as Liu Hu.

5. If Auto commit is on, sentiment-tagged corpus is communicated 
automatically. Alternatively press Commit.



Example
Sentiment Analysis can be used for constructing additional features with sentiment prediction from corpus. 
First, we load Election-2016-tweets.tab in Corpus. Then we connect Corpus to Sentiment Analysis. The 
widget will append 4 new features for Vader method: positive score, negative score, neutral score and 
compound (combined score).
We can observe new features in a Data Table, where we sorted the compound by score. Compound 
represents the total sentiment of a tweet, where -1 is the most negative and 1 the most positive.

https://orangedatamining.com/widget-catalog/text-mining/corpus-widget/


Thank you


